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working that they might live. One of the three had fixed

its crimson base on the white surface of a fossil coral; the

pentagonal cavities, out of each of which a creature of re

sembling form had once stretched its slim body and still

minuter petals, to agitate the water with similar currents,

were lying open around it. In another corner of the pool
a sea-urchin was slowly dragging himself up the slope, with

all his red fleshy hawsers that could be brought to bear,

and all his nearer handspokes hard strained in the work.

His progress resembled that of the famous Russian boulder,

transported for so many miles to make a pedestal for the

statue of Peter the Great; with this difference, however,

that here it was the boulder itself that was plying the hand

spokes and tightening the ropes. And lo! from the plane
over which he moved there projected the remains of crea

tures of similar type;-the rock was strewed with fossil

handspokes, greater in bulk than his, and somewhat diverse

in form, but whose general identity of character it was im

possible to mistake. The spines of echini, fretted with

lines of projections somewhat in the style of the pinnacles
of a Gothic building, lie as thickly in this deposit as in any

deposit of the Chalk itself. The pool had its zoophytes of

the arborescent form,-the rock its flustra; the pool had its

cluster of minute muscles,-the rock its scallops and ostrea;

the pool had its buccinithe,-the rock its numerous whorls

of some nameless turreted shell; the pool had its cluster of

serpul,-the serpul lay so thick in the rock, as to com

pose, in some layers, no inconsiderable proportion of its

substance.

BRORA COAL-FIELD OTHER THAN THE TRUE COAL MEASURES.

A COAL-FIELD in other than the true Coal Measures is

always an object of peculiar interest to the geologist; and
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